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November 18, 2012: This information is provided in both HTML and PDF for the eBSJ v2. 

 

By using this product, you agree to the TERMS noted below in Section 1. 

 

INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMENT 

 

1. Terms of Use 

2. Important Usage Notes 

3. What’s Included 

4. Viewing PDF Files 

5. Searching / Text in PDF Files 

 

 

1. TERMS OF USE 

 

The eBSJ software, including all the PDF files, contains copyrighted material and is licensed to 

you with restrictions. 

 

The eBSJ is provided for your personal, individual, non-commercial use.  Except as noted 

below, you are not allowed to copy these files or any material within them, and you are not 

allowed to post them online, send them via e-mail, or distribute them in any form or by any 

method. 

 

Individuals may copy eBSJ files onto a maximum of five of their own private computers, tablets, 

and e-readers for their own personal use only.  If you ever transfer a device with eBSJ files 

stored on it to someone else, you must first permanently delete all eBSJ files from that device. 

 

You may not give, sell, loan or transfer individual eBSJ files to anyone else.  You must treat the 

entire set of eBSJ files like a single book.   

 

Like a book, you may transfer the original media (e.g., DVD) with the entire set of eBSJ files to 

someone else, but you must first permanently delete all the eBSJ files and content from all your 

own devices, and the recipient must agree to all these same terms. 

 

Unlike individuals, institutions including libraries may not make copies of any eBSJ files, or put 

them on any shared server or system without the express written consent of the president of The 

Baker Street Irregulars. 

 

Institutions, including libraries, that loan or otherwise provide temporary possession of the eBSJ 

to others must transfer the complete eBSJ on the original media (e.g., DVD), and make 

reasonable efforts to inform people using the eBSJ that they are not allowed to retain any copies 

of the material when they return the original media.  Like a book, only one person can hold and 

use the eBSJ at any time, and when it is damaged or wears out, institutions must purchase a new 

copy. 
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2. IMPORTANT USAGE NOTES 

 

a) Blank pages in 2001–2009 

The inside front covers, inside back covers, or back covers of some 2001–2009 printed issues 

were blank.  When you see a blank page in the PDF files for 2001–2009, it means the original 

BSJ page was itself blank.  For 2010–2011, blank pages are also marked as “Original document 

page is blank.”  PDF files for issues before 2001 typically do not include blank pages. 

 

b) Light-colored text on some 2001–2009 pages 

Text on some pages for 2001–2009 may appear gray, lighter, or with less contrast than on most 

pages.  This is normal and was done to provide better-quality illustrations and photographs on 

those pages.   

 

c) Alternate folder  

In most cases you don’t need the files in the folder named “Alternate.”   That folder contains a 

second set of PDF files produced using different technology settings.  The secondary files have 

the same information as the main PDF files, but are larger (in megabytes) than the main PDF 

files.  However, if your e-reader or tablet does not properly display the main PDF file, you could 

try using the secondary version in the Alternate folder. 

 

d) Copying text from 1946–2000 

When pasting text from the 1946–2000 files, you generally need to use the option in your word 

processor that lets you “Keep text only” or else use a “Paste Special” command and choose 

“Unformatted Text.”   The standard paste command may make the pasted text white and thus 

invisible on a white background.  Copying content is for your personal use only, as noted above 

in the Terms of Use. 

 

See below for more details about “Viewing PDF Files” and “Searching / Text in PDF Files.”  

Other usage information may be available from the eBSJ page on  the BSJ website at 

<www.bakerstreetjournal.com>. 

 

 

3. WHAT’S INCLUDED 

 

The eBSJ v2 includes all issues of The Baker Street Journal from inception in 1946 through 

2011.  It also includes all issues of The Baker Street Journal Christmas Annual through 2011. 

 

Each issue appears in a separate Portable Document Format (PDF) file.  Issues from 1946 

through 2009 include scanned images of the printed BSJ pages.  Optical Character Recognition 

(OCR) was used provide searchable e-text for those issues.  The issues for 2010 and 2011 were 

produced using PDF files sent to the printer of the BSJ. 

 

The eBSJ v2 also includes an Acrobat catalog index that allows for enhanced electronic 

searching through all of the issues.  Finally, the eBSJ v2 includes scanned versions of Donald 

Redmond’s three printed indexes to the BSJ covering 1946–1993. 
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4. VIEWING PDF FILES 

 

You need PDF-viewing software such as Adobe Reader, Adobe Acrobat, or Apple Preview in 

order to use the eBSJ.  You can download the free Adobe Reader software for various operating 

systems from the Adobe website at <www.adobe.com>. 

 

The PDF files are compatible with Adobe Reader version 6 and later, and thus should work with 

most PDF-viewing software.  However, if you notice any problems, we suggest trying Adobe 

Reader since it often works better for viewing, printing, and searching PDFs.  You can also try 

the secondary version of the file in the “Alternate” folder. 

 

Unlike many eBooks, the eBSJ PDFs use scans of original printed pages.  While you can 

zoom/enlarge the page image, you will not be able to resize text and have it reflow to fit your 

screen. 

 

Your screen size, software, and eyesight will determine your reading experience.  The eBSJ 

works best on larger screens, including most desktop computer monitors and most 9-inch or 

larger tablet computers. 

 

While it can be viewed on some small screens (usually in landscape mode), the reading 

experience is often poor.  For our latest device recommendations, please check the eBSJ page on 

the BSJ website at <www.bakerstreetjournal.com>. 

 

 

5. SEARCHING / TEXT IN PDF FILES 

 

PDF-viewing software like Adobe Reader allows you to search for text in the eBSJ.  The text for 

1946–2009 was produced using Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and is “hidden” behind 

the scanned page images.  Since OCR is not perfect, some of the searchable text has errors that 

are not visible on the scanned page.  Almost all of the text for 2010–2011 was generated 

electronically and exactly matches what is visible. 

 

The eBSJ also includes an Acrobat catalog index, which supports faster and more complex 

searching for advanced users of Adobe Reader and Adobe Acrobat.  It works best with Reader X 

and Acrobat X or later. 

 

For more information about searching and related suggestions, please check the eBSJ page on 

the BSJ website at <www.bakerstreetjournal.com>. 

 


